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. esp32eforth is for esp32WifiBoy. 

. Derived from espForth_44 on esp8266.

. 2-level token threaded, sequence of byte 
codes and sequence of forth word’s CFAs.

. No WIFI yet. Only with Serial.

. Tracing mechanism and Debugger allow 
insight into esp32eforth.

. On boot, fully trace all words called by COLD, 
in all levels, then get into Debugger.
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Abstracts
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The WifiBoy esp32
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Back side of WifiBoy esp32.



Setup tracing
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After tracing, get into debugger
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Without tracing
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Shallow tracing
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Deeper tracing in depth 2
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Tracing begins right after booting
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Tracing begins at the CFA of COLD
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Tracing get to all levels of words called
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Tracing ends at the CFA of QUIT
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After tracing, get into debugger
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Debugging commands
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See a word, e.g. + (the plus). Type “s+".
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See system variable word, e.g. BASE
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See constant word, e.g. BL
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See constant calcution word, e.g. 1+
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See colon word, e.g. HERE
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See immediate word, e.g. IF
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The word COLD
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See the word QUIT
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See the word do$ (lowercase)
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Show all words
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New Words (all defined in byte codes)

, (comma), IMMEDIATE and COMPILE-ONLY 
replaced in byte codes.

ledLow turns on led, via two subroutine calls to 
push values onto data stack.

ledset, ledOff, ledOn truns on/off led.

9 WAIT runs empty FOR-NEXT Loop 10 times. 
CMOVE replaced by calling C function 
strncpy(dest,sour,nchr) directly.

DEBUGGER gets into debugger.
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Byte Code Mnemonics of 11 new
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New byte codes tried

01. 0x43 call,   0x44 ret,

for subroutine call in byte code programing.

02. 0x45 dobcon, 0x46 dohcon, 0x4c dotcon,

for 8-bit, 16-bit and 24-bit small integers.

03. 0x47 cmove,  0x48 comma,

try to optimize.

04. 0x49 pqbran, 0x4a pbran, 0x4b pdonext,

for branching and looping in byte code programing.

05. 0x4d debugger, get into debugger.
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The word COMPILIE-ONLY

new byte codes used: 0x45 dobcon, and 0x46 dohcon,
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The word IMMEDIATE

new byte codes used: 0x45 dobcon, and 0x46 dohcon,
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The word , (the comma)

new byte codes used: 0x45 dobcon, and 0x46 dohcon,
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The word ledSet, setup led pin

new byte code used: 0x45 dobcon, 
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The word ledOff, turn off led

new byte code used: 0x45 dobcon, 
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The word ledOn, turn on led

new byte code used: 0x45 dobcon, 
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Yet another word ledLow, turn on led

new byte codes used: 0x43 call, 0x44 ret, and 0x45 dobcon,
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The word WAIT, run empty FOR-NEXT

new byte code used: 0x4b pdonext, 
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The word CMOVE

new byte code used: 0x47 cmove, 
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Byte code 0x47 runs C function strncpy()
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The word DEBUGGER

new byte code used: 0x4d debugger, 
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The word BLINK, blink led n times

45 dobcon, 49 pqbran, 4a pbran, 4b pdonext, 4c dotcon, 
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Use tools, even design tools, is important.

Via tracing, debugging, and testing, I’ve learned:

1. Redefine colon words in byte codes.

2. Define subroutines in byte codes.

3. Redefine byte codes to call C function.

4. The words defined in byte codes could not directly 
call other words.

5. Not indirectly calling to CFAs, but directly calling to 
subroutine at CFAs instead, could improve system even 
more.

Not only work Hard but Smart



Questions?
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Thank you.
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